
Headset solutions for hearing impaired users

SupraPlus® (binaural) SupraPlus® (monaural) MDA200™ BT300

16% of adult Europeans suffer from hearing loss great enough to adversely affect their daily life. In Europe, 
about 71 million of the working population have a hearing loss greater than 25 dB, the definition of hearing 
impairment recognised by the World Health Organisation, WHO. And in the EU alone, as many as 55 million 
adults suffer from some form of hearing loss.1 Providing the right equipment to support your employees 
who are hard of hearing is not only a legal requirement in some countries but will also improve productivity 
at work. Covering calls from desk phones, PCs and mobile devices, Plantronics offers a range of corded and 
wireless audio solutions that enhance the audio experience for hearing impaired users. 

1Source: Evaluation of the Social and Economic Costs of Hearing Impairment, Hear-IT, 2006



H251H and H261H are variants of SupraPlus voice tube headsets fitted with special Hearing Aid Compatible (HAC) speakers. 
The headset can be connected to a PC using the DA45, Mobile Phone or Tablet using the MO300 cable or to traditional office 
telephones using Plantronics standard adapters or direct connect cables. 

Plantronics have a variant of the BT300 Bluetooth adapter (SSP 2714-01) that pairs with wireless neck loop/pendants and enables 
softphone use for hearing impaired users. The SSP 2714-01 is compatible with Neck Loop/Pendants made by Clarity, Phonak, 
Oticon, Siemens, Unitron and Starkey. It will also work with the Plantronics MDA200.

Designed to solve the communications challenges of businesses migrating to Unified Communications, the MDA200 makes it 
easy to manage PC voice and multi-media, while maintaining connectivity to your desk phone. MDA200 provides the opportunity 
to be used with the BT300 Dongle which can be paired to the users existing Bluetooth hearing aid compatible pendant.
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Description  Part Number EAN Code

H251H HOH Monaural Voice Tube 87128-02 5033588038054 

H261H HOH Binaural Voice Tube  87129-02 5033588038061 

DA45 DA45/A 77559-42 5033588032038 

MO300-iPhone MO300 Cable iPhone/Blackberry 38541-03 5033588037965

Description Part Number EAN Code

MDA200/A 83757-02 5033588035633 

SSP 2714-01, BLUETOOTH ADAPTER, USB (BT300) W/ 8 BIT SECURITY KEY 92714-01 0 17229 13943 5

Description Part Number EAN Code

SSP 2714-01, BLUETOOTH ADAPTER, USB (BT300) W/ 8 BIT SECURITY KEY 92714-01 017229139435
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